Security audits and penetration testing capabilities to identify weaknesses and exploits in systems and networks. Provision of risk assessments from operational, managerial and technical point of view. Assess the current security baseline and evaluate security levels.

Use security baseline for future audits and security assessments. Red and Blue Teams are beneficial in identifying critical issues in an organisation, as well as formulating a remedy strategy. Though the use of an independent party, system issues can be reported back to the relevant stakeholders.

**Capabilities**

- Network Mapping
- Port Scanning
- Wireless Scanning
- Service Detection
- Vulnerability Testing
- Penetration Testing
Focus on CSIR Red and Blue Teams

Scenario
A Red and Blue Team commences with a network scan to determine the critical devices. Thereafter vulnerability scans are run on the network to determine whether the systems have any security holes due to missing patches or system configurations. Simultaneously traffic capturing software collects packets which are inspected for anomalies.

Vulnerabilities and anomalies are reported to relevant authorities in order to initiate remedial action. The impact of exploiting vulnerabilities are thus reported without jeopardizing the operation of the system.

Various tools can be used to carry out Red and Blue Teams. These include software for:
- Network
- Mapping
- Port scanning
- Wireless
- Scanning
- Traffic capture
- Network management and auditing

Several Red and Blue Team have been carried out in order to assess the security levels of operational and support systems.
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